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I/P  Exercise 1

Write down the questions by putting the words in the right order. 

Then interview your partner and report back to your group.

1.                   

                    

                    

2.                   

                                    

3.                                  

                                    

4.                                  

                                    

5.                                  

                                    

6.                                  

                                    

7.                                  

                                    

P  Exercise 2

Rewrite the following sentences using the adverbs in brackets.

1.  Robots contain software that runs without anyone’s intervention. (usually)

2. Peter is complaining about misleading computer instructions. (always)

3. A lot of my friends receive SMS messages on their mobile phones. (often)

4. We use machines that have been built by robots. (sometimes)

5. I have sent an article to a newsgroup before. (never)

Introduction
Computer basics and offi ce skills

you/do/evenings/What/do/

in/the/?

PC-games/type/of/What/

like/you/do/?

search/Do/the/information/

you/on/Net/for/?

you/strangers/chat/Do/on 

the Web/with/?

on/Do/receive/mobile 

phone/your/messages/you/?

articles/How often/send/to 

newsgroups/you/do/?

How/do/languages/

programming/you/know/

many/?
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INFO BOX Adverbs of frequency

Adverbs of frequency are usually placed:

– before the main verb

– after a form of to be

If there is more than one auxiliary verb, adverbs of frequency come after the 

fi rst one, e. g. This motherboard has never been sold.

C  Exercise 3

Inside a computer shop: Match the descriptions on the left with the sentences on the right. 

1.  asking the price a.  Good afternoon. What can I do for you? How can I help you?

2.  describing a product b.  May I have a look at those keyboards over there?

3.  asking to see some products c.  It has 85 full-sized keys with 12 function keys.

4.   greeting customers and 
offering help

d.   What about a touch pad pointing device which acts like a 
mouse?

5.  asking about technical features e.  Does it have built-in loudspeakers?

6.  explaining terms of payment f.   Which one would you recommend?

7.   asking for advice g.  What’s the price? / How much does it cost?

8.  making an offer h.  Well, you can pay by cheque, credit card or in cash.

M  Exercise 4

Making telephone calls: Translate the Italian sentences into English.

1. IT Services, sono Peter Miller. Come posso aiutarla?

2. Buon giorno, sono Paul Taylor di Pro Soft International. Posso parlare con Jack Peters per favore?

3. Vorrei parlare con qualcuno del reparto vendite, per favore.

4. Mi dispiace non è in uffi cio/è fuori per il pranzo/è fuori per impegni.

5. Un momento per favore./Resti in linea. Glielo/Gliela passo.

6. La linea è occupata. Posso chiedergli di richiamarla?

7.  Potrebbe cortesemente dirgli di…?

8. La ringrazio per l’assistenza. Arrivederci.

9.  Molte grazie per la telefonata.

C  Exercise 5

Complete the sentences by choosing one of the words in brackets. Beware of false friends!

1.  The             of a teacher is to help the students to learn. (function/work)

2.  His last             fi red him for always being late. (chef/boss)

3.  Before buying a PC, you should compare the technical             with what you need. 

(dates/data)

4.  You should             with the dealer before you buy the PC. (handle/bargain)

5.  An IT job guarantees a secure            . (living/existence)

6.  He won’t be able to attend the meeting for             reasons. (personal/familiar)

4
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C  Exercise 6

The suffi xes in the box can be added to create new words. Form appropriate adjectives using the suffi xes 

and the words in brackets.

some  • free • less • ful 

1.   Oh, be (care)            , it’s rather hot.

2.  It’s really (awe)             that you could come, man.

3.   (Care)             rather than (care)             is the way I’d describe his 

happy go lucky manner.

4.  There’s an (awe)             lot of work to be done so let’s get focused.

5.  Is the bonus (tax)            ?

M  Exercise 7

Translate the Italian expressions in brackets to complete the sentences. Use the correct prepositions.

1.    The program has been installed                        (da uno specialista), 

hasn’t it?

2.   My dad has worked for the same IT company                        

(da 25 anni).

3.   The programming exercise has to be fi nished                       

(entro mercoledì).

4.  I’ve just received an invitation                       (da un collega) in 

Bristol.

5.  Whose van is parked                        (davanti al nostro ingresso)?

6.  What’s the time? – It’s a quarter                        (alle tre).

7.   I haven’t seen him                        (da gennaio).

8.  The computer shop is open                        (dalle 9.00 alle 19.00).

9.   The parcel won’t arrive                        (prima di giovedì).

P  Exercise 8

Make compound words by matching the expressions below. Use the correct spelling. 

1.   computer  5.  hyper   a.  out  e.  ship

2.  operating  6.  computer   b.  aided  f.   package

3.  print  7.   word    c.   science  g.  linked

4.  software  8.  member   d.  processor  h.  system

INFO BOX Compound words

– You can often guess the meaning of a compound word from its parts. 

–  Compound adjectives are usually written with a hyphen while compound 

nouns as either two separate words or as one word without a hyphen. 

Examples: on-line (adjective), backspace, data processing (nouns)

5
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C/P  Exercise 9

Find the mistakes in these sentences and correct them.

1.   The most English people drink tea.

                                            

                                            

2.   Peter’s missed his plane. It took off for fi ve minutes.

                                                  

                                      

3.   Diana comes always too late.

                                            

                                            

4.   My teacher gave me a good advice.

                                            

5.   My sister is student.

                                            

6.   I’m going next year to the States.

                                            

7.   The police hasn’t come yet.

                                            

8.   I think Tom’s computer is faster as mine.

                                            

9.    Can you please give these informations to Robbie?

                                            

10. What means “a.s.a.p.”? – “As soon as possible”.

                                            

C  Exercise 10

Polite phrases: Match the following polite phrases to an appropriate ending.

1. I hate to ask you, but … a. … Linux, I heard the new version is out.

2. By the way, … b. … closing the window, please? I feel a draft.

3. Speaking of … c. … if we could meet for coffee sometime.

4. Why don’t we … d. … I desperately need someone to go to China.

5. I’m afraid that’s not … e. … I’m afraid I can’t help you in the matter.

6. I’m sorry, but … f. … when are you planning to go to Systems?

7. I know you’re busy, but … g. … stay and fi nish this, but thanks for the invitation anyway.

8. I was wondering … h. … do an analysis before making any decisions?

9. I’d rather … i. … allowed, you’ll have to get a special dispensation.

10. Would you mind … j. … do you have a minute to look at my report?

6
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P  Exercise 1

What do the following abbreviations stand for?

 • PCB • CPU • RTC • RAM • LPT • AGP • PCI

C  Exercise 2

Match each term with the correct defi nition.

1.     CPU Socket a.  An external memory device is plugged in here. 

b.  It is an interface for mass storage devices such as hard disks and CD-ROMs.

c.   The electrical power source is plugged in here.

d.  The mediator chip or chipset controls all internal data fl ow between the CPU 

and other parts of the motherboard, such as RAM and AGP/PCI.

e.  Peripheral Component Interconnect – These are standard interfaces for 

additional hardware components such as TV-cards.

f.   The Accelerated Graphics Port is based on PCI, but is designed especially for 

the throughput demands of 3-D graphics.

g.  It provides the electrical power necessary for the clock and the basic settings 

of the motherboard during the time the computer is switched off.

h.  It is a sort of a “mediator chip” which controls the fl ow of data between the 

CPU and other parts of the computer as well as its peripherals.

i.   They hold the Random Access Memory  which stores the executable 

commands and the data being processed.

j.   It holds the Central Processing Unit, the computing part of the computer.

k.  All external devices are attached here.

2.   Memory slots

3.   Power Supply 

Connector

4.   IDE Connector

5.   South Bridge

6.   Battery

7.   Floppy Connector

8.   PCI Slots

9.   AGP Slots

10.  Peripherals 

Connector

11.  North Bridge

P  Exercise 3

Label the ports with the correct peripheral devices.

camera • keyboard • printer • router • modem • microphone • headset • 

monitor • joystick • mouse • scanner • external hard disk • loudspeakers

1          

2         

3          

5          

13         

12         

11          

10          

9         

6          

8         

7          

4          

7
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P  Exercise 4

Complete the crossword puzzle.

 1 2

 3 

 4 5 

6 

 7 

 8 

 

 9 10

 11

 12

 13 14

 15

 

P  Exercise 5

Read the text below and fi nd synonyms for the following words.

1. built             5. included      9. total

2. developments      6. items        10. word-processor

3. effective          7.  launched

4. extraordinary       8. mobile

The CPU

.

.

.

.

5

.

.

A microprocessor – also known as a CPU or central processing unit – is a complete 

computation engine that is fabricated on a single chip. The fi rst microprocessor was the Intel 

4004, introduced in 1971. The 4004 was not very powerful – all it could do was add and 

subtract, and it could only do that 4 bits at a time. But it was amazing that everything was on 

one chip. Prior to the 4004, engineers built computers either from collections of chips or from 

discrete components (transistors wired one at a time). The 4004 powered one of the fi rst 

portable electronic calculators.

Down:

2.    what you tell a computer in order to make it 

perform a certain calculation

3.    external devices attached to a computer

4.    it holds external (memory) addresses

5.    storage device which is no longer widely used

7.    common graphics format

11.   place in a computer where all the calculations are 

performed

14.  high-speed circuit on the main processor that does 

calculations and comparisons.

Across:

1.    standard interfaces for additional hardware components

6.    it holds data which is then fed into the Arithmetic Logic 

Unit 

8.    an interface for mass storage devices such as hard disks 

9.    printer port 

10.  where information can be stored

12.  interface designed especially for high throughput 

demands

13.  Hungarian mathematician who created a popular 

computer design model

15. short for ‘operating system’

8
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.

.

10

.

.

.

.

15

.

The fi rst microprocessor to make it into a home computer was the Intel 8080, a complete 8-bit 

computer on one chip, introduced in 1974. The fi rst microprocessor to make a real splash in 

the market was the Intel 8088, introduced in 1979 and incorporated into the IBM PC (which 

fi rst appeared around 1982). If you are familiar with the PC market and its history, you know 

that the PC market moved from the 8088 to the 80286 to the 80386 to the 80486 to the 

Pentium to the Pentium II to the Pentium III to the Pentium 4. All of these microprocessors 

are made by Intel and all of them are improvements on the basic design of the 8088. The 

Pentium 4 can execute any piece of code that ran on the original 8088, but it does it about 

5,000 times faster!

C  Exercise 6

Match the defi nitions with the correct parts of the CPU.

1. An address bus …  a. … can send data to memory or receive data from memory.

2.  A data bus … b.  … resets the program counter to zero (or whatever) and restarts execution.

3.  An RD (read) and 

WR (write) line …

c.

d.

… sends an address to memory.

 … tells the memory whether it wants to set or get the addressed location.

4.  A clock line … e. … lets a clock pulse sequence the processor.

5.  A reset line …

P  Exercise 7

Rephrase the following statements into questions so that the underlined expressions form the answer.

1.  The CPU is in charge of processing data, but which data is used depends on the specifi c program.

2.  A program can be a spreadsheet, a word processor or a game.

3.   For the CPU it makes no difference what sort of data is being processed, because it doesn’t understand 

what the program is actually doing.

4.   It just follows the orders (called commands or instructions) contained inside the program.

5.   Such orders could be, for example, to add two numbers or to send a piece of data to the video card.

P  Exercise 8

Complete the text with the words in brackets. Use passive forms wherever possible.

Here is what happens when you double click on an icon to run a program:

1.   The program, which              (to store) inside the hard disk drive,              

(to transfer) to the RAM memory. 

A program              (be) a series of instructions to the CPU.

2.   The CPU, using a circuit called memory controller,              (to load) the program data 

from the RAM memory.  

3.   The data, now inside the CPU,              (to process).

4.   What happens next              (to depend) on the program. The CPU could 

                (to continue) to load and execute the program or could 

                (to do) something with the processed data, such as displaying 

   it on the screen.

9
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C  Exercise 9

Read the text about Unicode and fi ll in the gaps with the suitable words from the box below.

writing systems • computer fi les • industry standard • multilingual • case • 

Universal Character Set • computer software • text • collation • Unicode 

Consortium • character encodings • internationalization • Java programming • 

computers • localization

Unicode is an   1                             designed to allow 

  2              and symbols from all of the   3                     of the 

world to be consistently represented and manipulated by   4                     . 

Developed in tandem with the   5                           

standard, it consists of a character repertoire, an encoding methodology and set of standard 

  6                         , a set of code charts for visual reference, 

an enumeration of character properties such as upper and lower   7               , a set of 

reference data   8                     , and rules for normalization, decomposition,  

  9                   and rendering.

The   10                         , the non-profi t organization that 

coordinates Unicode’s development, has the ambitious goal of eventually replacing existing character 

encoding schemes with Unicode and its standard Unicode Transformation Format (UTF) schemes, as many of 

the existing schemes are limited in size and scope and are incompatible with 

  11                     environments. Unicode’s success at unifying character sets 

has led to its widespread and predominant use in the   12                           

and   13                  of   14                         . 

The standard has been implemented in many recent technologies, including XML, 

the   15                           language and modern operating systems.

10
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P  Exercise 1

Match the descriptions of input devices to the corresponding photos and name the devices. 

 It is easy to use for those who are unfamiliar with computers.                

 To click options, use a                

 To input text, use a                

 You need it to listen to texts and to practice your own pronunciation.               

 I requires less coordination skills than the other devices.                

  It is very helpful for reworking articles because it lets you change 

   and edit a text with the least amount of effort.                

C/P  Exercise 2

Put the following instructions into clear step-by-step instructions.

When getting money from a cash machine the fi rst thing to remember is to enter your PIN (= personal 

identifi cation number) code correctly. Of course, you have to push your bank card into the slot fi rst. After 

entering your code you generally have to decide what you want, e.g. a copy of your bank statement or cash. 

Sometimes you have the option of choosing which currency you’d like your cash in. Then you choose the 

amount of money you want, either by pressing a button indicating a certain sum or by entering the amount 

directly. A reminder not to forget your card also often pops up on the screen of the terminal.

1.                                               

2.                                               

3.                                               

4.                                               

5.                                               

1 2 3

4 5 6

Stick your bank card into the slot. 

Enter …

11
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